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Sacred Fusion Belly Dance & Yoga
Bio & Class Descriptions

INTRO
Elizabeth Garrett teaches both Yoga and Sacred Tribal Fusion Belly Dance, a genre of Belly
Dance she created which seeks to teach Belly Dance as a healing art with roots in Women’s
Spirituality and the Tantric Yogic tradition. She strives to facilitate a welcoming, safe and
friendly environment for people to strengthen & evolve. Elizabeth believes that being
embodied; healthy and fit is a fundamental human right as well as an essential life skill in
maintaining a quality of life.

PERSONAL STORY
As a Yoga & Dance teacher, Elizabeth is dedicated to inspiring self-confidence in others.
She is particularly empathetic to the plight of beginner students and those struggling to
become fit which stems from her own healing & transformative journey which began 25
years ago. In the early 1990’s while earning a Bachelor’s of Fine Art at the Massachusetts
College of Art and Design, she was also on a personal quest to become ‘fit’ for the first
time in her life; something that she had always felt an outsider to. After a year of regular
aerobic & strength training, she had not only transformed her physical body but also
gained a new self-confidence and optimism that she had never experienced before. It felt
like a spiritual awakening. Working out regularly helped her overcome chronic depression
which she had struggled with throughout her youth. She realized that being healthy, fit
and athletic wasn’t just for ‘jocks’. She decided to dedicate herself to staying fit for the rest
of her life. On this new found path, she tried activities she never imagined she could have
one. In her late 20s she began taking dance classes for the first time which included
Flamenco, Street Funk and Belly Dance which she fell in love with. What began as a
personal pursuit for equanimity became a passion and then a desire to share her love of
movement with others.
SACRED TRIBAL FUSION BELLY DANCE BIO
Beginning in 2000, Elizabeth studied Tribal Fusion Belly Dance for nearly a decade in the
San Francisco Bay area with pioneers Carolena Nericcio & Jill Parker. During that time,
she performed with several Tribal Fusion troupes with fellow students. In 2007, she spent
a year in the Women’s Spirituality program at New College in San Francisco studying with
Vicki Noble, Judy Grahn, Luisah Teisch, Deborah J. Grenn and others. She earned a BFA
in Sculpture from Massachusetts College of Art & Design. As a student and teacher,
Elizabeth witnessed countless women of diverse shapes, ages, and ethnicities blossom into
radiant, self-confident women while Belly Dancing which inspires her to teach. After
spending a year as a graduate student studying Women’s Spirituality at the New College
in San Francisco, Elizabeth has created ‘Sacred Tribal Fusion Belly Dance’ teaching Belly
Dance as a healing art.
YOGA BIO
Elizabeth Garrett received her Yoga teacher training at Down Under School of Yoga in
Newton, MA in 2012 under the direction of Natasha Rizopoulos. Shortly after, she
completed an Assistant Teacher Training at Metrowest Yoga in Worcester where she assisted
in Restorative & Slow Flow classes. In 2014, Elizabeth became certified to teach
Restorative Yoga under Judith Hanson Lasater’s guidance. She also became certified to teach
Pre-natal Yoga through Bec Conant’s program. More recently, in the Spring of 2016,
Elizabeth was accepted into a 300 hour teacher training with Patty Townsend at Yoga
Center Amherst where she completed Module 1 of the training.
Elizabeth enjoys teaching people of all ages and levels. In 2014, she taught Yoga classes
from her home studio Honeybee in 2014. In 2015, she began teaching Yoga at the
Listening Wellness Center. She has also volunteered at Ruggles Lane Elementary School
teaching both parents and kids. Other classes she has taught in the area have included
Chair Yoga for Seniors, Yoga for Kids, Mommy and Me Yoga and her own special brand of Yoga
Fitness Fusion.

CLASSES at the LISTENING WELLNESS CENTER
YOGA FITNESS FUSION
Join our friendly group to help you stay on track with your health and fitness goals. The
first half of the class is dedicated to fat burning cardio drills & toning exercises. Be
prepared to sweat! The 2nd half is a flowing Yoga practice culminating into a quieting cool
down that will leave you feeling re-energized. In addition, for 28 days, participants will
receive regular emails to keep them motivated. Participants will be invited to maintain a
healthy diet cleansing from sugar, white flour, dairy & junk food. Studies have shown that
working in the context of a group yields more effective, long lasting healthful results.
MOMMY & ME YOGA
In this 45 minute class we will take time to bond with our little ones and reconnect with
ourselves. Singing, story-telling and creativity will be woven into this gentle Yoga practice.
Join other Moms/caregivers in this supportive, friendly environment. Please wear
comfortable clothing that you can move in. Bring a blanket for your baby and any
necessary items that you may need for you and your baby to be comfortable. Dads &
Grandparents taking care of babies are welcome to join this group. Bring water to drink.
HONEYBEE STUDIO OFFERINGS
SACRED TRIBAL FUSION BELLY DANCE CLASS
This Sacred Fusion Belly Dance class seeks to introduce students to Belly Dance as a
healing art with roots in Women’s Spirituality and the Tantric Yogic tradition. Tribal
Fusion Belly Dance, from which this style originates, is an earthy, collaborative style where
women dance together in groups. In this context, Belly Dance is presented as an ancient
celebratory, dance which empowers and unites women as well as taps into their Shakti
(creative, life force energy). The Yoga postures and mindfulness breathing help students
cultivate fluid movement and a sense of rootedness to the Earth. Classes begin with
calming Yoga postures to facilitate calm and centeredness. Students will also learn
energizing moves: hip drops, bumps, shimmies and traveling steps. They will then move on
to slower, meditative undulations such as body waves, snake arms, floreos, taxim and chest
rotations. Simple Tribal Fusion choreographies will be taught to hypnotic, Belly Danceinspired music, inspiring students to build their own routines. Students learn how to play
finger symbols. The workshop will finish with a relaxing Yoga cool-down leaving students
feeling energized yet relaxed. This class is appropriate for all levels. Wear comfortable
Yoga/Dance clothing and bring a water bottle.

YOGA ALL LEVELS
Students of all stages, ages and levels are invited to cultivate body awareness & flow of
breath. Classes begin with calming poses to help soothe the nervous system giving rise to
greater ease and fluidity of motion on and off the mat. Gentle movements are introduced
in the beginning of each class flowing into Sun Salutations to warm the body. Standing
poses, twists, simple backbends, and seated poses, are practiced to cultivate strong, fluid
and resilient bodies. Classes are tailored to the level of each student. Each class includes
the use of props such as blocks, belts, bolsters and for comfort and safety.
BELLY DANCE FITNESS & YOGA
Belly Dancers need to have strong bodies, fluid motions and a deep sense of rooted-ness
and focus when they dance. This is a sweat producing, fun, non-stop class designed to
ignite your Shakti energy and strengthen your body. It's a workout! Dancers and NonDancers ALIKE are welcome. We will start with a grounding, calming Yoga practice, work
up a sweat and joy with toning and Belly Dance drills and easy to follow, repetitive choreo
and cool down with a fluid Yoga practice to help re-energize and calm.
GRATITUDE
Elizabeth would like to express deep to her Dance teachers Carolena Nericcio & Jill Parker,
Natasha Rizopoulos, Theresa Murphy & Patty Townsend whose teachings have inspired
her and informed her own practice. She encourages her students to seek these master
teachers as well as others to discover what best works for them.

